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RECREATING OUR

LOST APPLE
CULTURE
As orchards across the state reintroduce us to
heritage apple cultivars, we may rediscover
what our ancestors knew.
WRITTEN BY PAM KASEY
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“The
Kingston
Black is an
old English
Heritage
breed,
widely
considered
the best
cider
apple,”
says Wesley
Neill of Zion
Heritage
Farm,
outside
Fairmont.
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11 children followed in the industry. “The orchard interests of
this family are probably larger than those of any other family
in the world,” read a 1915 Apple Survey of Berkeley County.
West Virginia hovered around 10th in national apple
production at that time, with something over 4 million
bushels a year. A century later, even with production
peaking at 12 million bushels in the 1930s and dropping
now to around 2 million, the state remains about 10th.
But the once lavish diversity of fruits has suffered. Of some
7,100 named varieties grown nationwide in the 1800s, 6,800
are said to have gone extinct. In West Virginia, just four
cultivars—Golden Delicious, Red Delicious, Rome Beauty,
and York—have dominated production for decades. While
uniformly sweet fruits like these deliver shelf-life and a juicy
crunch, they can never inspire debate about the complexities
they bring to a hard cider or an applesauce.
Just in time, though, some nurseries are bringing more
interesting old cultivars back from the brink.

Genetic Happenstance

West Virginia, most of us know, has a place of note in the
nation’s apple story. Johnny Appleseed came across the
Northern Panhandle. The once-popular Grimes Golden apple
was discovered here, as was the beloved Golden Delicious.
“Discovered,” because every apple we love is a lucky accident.
This is the key to understanding the apple: It doesn’t reproduce

WESLEY NEILL

O

nce upon a time, apples
flourished here in wondrous
variety. Tiny and huge, bumpy
and squat, speckled and striped
and streaked, they ripened
golden, green, bronze, and red
to nearly black in small orchards
across the state. The apples
didn’t all taste good out of hand:
Some were sweet, some tart, and some outright bitter. But
most everyone knew which local fruits to eat fresh and which
would keep for winter and spring, and cooks’ opinions ran
strong on the best for vinegar, cider, butter, and sauce.
Farmers grew five cultivars of sour crabapples in West
Virginia in 1901, according to an agricultural survey,
along with no fewer than 116 common apples—fruits with
evocative names like Nickajack and Green Cheese and
Duchess of Oldenburg.
Hancock County, at the top of the Northern Panhandle,
got rave reviews in that 1901 survey for the skill of its
orchardists and their investment in cold storage. But the
Eastern Panhandle’s superlative growing conditions were
also noted and, within a decade, Berkeley County was the
top producer. Credited for that are the state’s first commercial
orchardist, W.S. Miller, and his offspring. Following the
success of Miller’s Civil War-era orchard, eight of his
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A blended bin
of heirloom
apples grown at
Morgan Orchard
in Monroe County.
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Saving Our Apple Heritage

Because apple trees can bear for many decades, even
as refrigeration and shipping brought about the
decline of small, diverse orchards through the 1900s,
neglected groves continued to yield their fruits. But
eventually, any given cultivar will disappear if no one
grafts a sliver of its living wood onto good rootstock
to propagate it.
Luckily, some nurserymen have devoted themselves
to just that. In West Virginia, Carlos Manning of
Raleigh County is known for propagating hundreds of
old cultivars. At least two he has tracked down in the
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Josh Bennett of Hawk Knob Hard Cider and Mead in
Lewisburg, with half of the apples they pressed in 2014:
York, Stayman, Nittany, Mutsu, and some crabapples.

”WE’RE GOING BACK TO

THE OLD APPLE VARIETIES
FOR THE COMPLEXITIES
OF FLAVOR.”
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Josh Bennett, co-founder of
Hawk Knob Hard Cider and Mead, Lewisburg
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true, grown from seed. “When you’re crossing
them, you never know what you’re going to get,”
says West Virginia University Extension Specialist
Mira Danilovich. “You might get something really
great, or you might get who knows what.” Plant seeds
from a Winesap, and the resulting trees will bear
un-Winesap-like fruits, many of them unpalatable.
All of the favorite old apple varieties got their starts
on seeded trees and, by chance, were discovered to
taste good. University agricultural experiment stations
can sometimes overcome chance through large-scale,
long-term projects. The University of Minnesota’s
Honeycrisp, for example, came out of 1960 efforts to
create a winter-hardy cultivar with high fruit quality.
Spectacular as it is, even the Honeycrisp was one
fortuitous result out of thousands of seedlings.
The Grimes Golden was discovered around 1800
on the farm of Thomas Grimes in Brooke County.
Some have speculated this yellow apple, reminiscent of
anise, might have come from a seed planted a decade
earlier by Johnny Appleseed on his way west—a
lucky genetic accident. Exceedingly high in sugar
at nearly 19 percent, compared with closer to 12 for
supermarket varieties, it’s not only a sweet treat but
ferments to a strong 9 percent-alcohol hard cider. The
Grimes Golden became widely popular. “It is listed in
virtually every southern nursery catalog from 1870 on,”
reads the 2010 book Old Southern Apples.
The Golden Delicious, discovered around 1900 in
Clay County, is said to be an offspring of the Grimes
Golden, and it was a very lucky accident indeed. Stark
Bro’s Nurseries of Missouri popularized the fruit
beyond anyone’s wildest dreams: A century later, the
stunning yellow, consistently sweet and silky fruit
remains a top seller. The West Virginia Legislature
declared it the state fruit in 1995, and the U.S. Postal
Service commemorated it on a 2013 stamp.
There is one other way nature breeds new varieties.
In the 1940s outside Roanoke, West Virginia, John
Hevener was walking his orchard one December
when he noticed a single limb of deep red fruits.
“They turned out to be very aromatic and very juicy,
and the best thing was that they could last for 10
months without any particular care,” Danilovich says.
Hevener’s Red Yorking, a bud mutation or “bud sport”
of York Imperial, is still grown today.
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state, Western Beauty and Rainbow, were thought to
have been extinct.
Charles “Bill” Young of Pocahontas County came to
apple salvation as a school principal who, in the 1980s and
’90s, made cider for the students every fall. “Each time
I’d go back to the old orchards around here to pick the
apples, there were less trees standing,” he says. “The
trees had not been cared for in 40 to 50 years. A lot of
dead wood, no trimming, no spraying—but the quality
of the apples was phenomenal. I thought, ‘Somebody
needs to keep these old varieties going.’”
After Young retired in 2000, he took some fruits to
his cousin Tom Burford, a renowned Virginia expert in
heritage apples, for identification. And he got Manning
to teach him to graft. Today his eight-acre Allendale
Nursery propagates more than 100 apple cultivars.
Selling heritage saplings has given Young insight
into the special role apples played in rural cuisine not
so long ago, and could play again. “The Early Harvest
and Yellow Transparent, I sell more of those trees than
anything else,” he says. “You don’t find the apples in
the store because they’re very perishable, but the locals
know they make outstanding applesauce. The texture
is excellent and the apples are a little tart so, as you add
sugar, the applesauce retains its flavor. When you’ve had
this kind of applesauce, you don’t eat any other kind.

You’re just spoiled.” That region-specific apple culture
has mostly been lost, he says. “Often there’s an apple
that fits the need you have, like the Wolf River apple the
old-timers used to make their apple butter, but anymore
people just use any old kind of apple.”
Heritage cultivars are not necessarily harder to grow,
Young says—in fact, some may be easier. “None of these
trees have had any sprays on them at all, and yet the
quality of the fruit is phenomenal,” he says. “The trees
that are raised now commercially, I think we’ve lost some
(pest- and disease-resistance) characteristics. So if there
are a few of us around growing heirloom apple trees, I
think it’s a really good thing.”

Bringing the Spitters Back

Well into the 1800s in America, hard cider ruled.
The liveliest ciders harmonized the full range of apple
characteristics: not just sweet, but also tart and bitter, with
enticing aromatics. That meant including “spitters”—
apples too bitter to eat outright but the source of
intriguing depth in a blend. As the temperance movement
of the 1800s cut cider consumption, and especially by the
time of Prohibition in the 1920s, growers replaced their
cider-making spitters with table apples.
So today, most U.S. commercial hard ciders are made
from standard, sweet apple juice concentrate, says Josh

In 1919, the more
than 20,000 apple
trees at Twin
Mountain Orchard
not far from Keyser
included West
Virginia’s own
Grimes Golden
along with cultivars
like Spitzenburg,
said to have been
Thomas Jefferson’s
favorite, and the
early-ripening
Liveland Raspberry
apple, from Russia.
Where trees still
bear in orchards
like this one across
the state, apple
sleuths sometimes
rediscover old
cultivars and
rescue them from
extinction.
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Bennett, co-founder in 2014 of Hawk Knob Hard Cider
and Mead in Lewisburg. “Most of the apples are from
China, and almost all are what we would call ‘grocery store
apples.’ The complexity is really lacking.”
But the resurging popularity of hard ciders nationwide
is renewing the market for the spitter end of the apple
spectrum. “We’re going back to the old apple varieties for
the complexities of flavor,” Bennett says. “Some may not be
great to eat but, when they’re added to a blend, they make a
cider that can age longer and has a more full flavor profile.”
Bennett and co-owner Will Lewis at Hawk Knob get
their apples from Morgan Orchard in Monroe County.
“Thankfully our local orchard grows heritage varieties
that have culinary uses but also are good for cider-making,
such as Stayman, York, and Nittany,” Lewis says. “And
heirlooms like Sheepnose, Winter Banana, and one where
the actual pulp inside is a red color.”
As long as there’s just one commercial cidery in the state,
Morgan Orchard’s Eric Johnson doesn’t think he’d plant
more cider cultivars. “Cider is the fastest growing drink in
the U.S.,” he acknowledges. “If you’re trying to sell those
cider-specific varieties someplace else, though, it gets hard.
I don’t know that I would want to grow a large volume for
just one customer, hoping I’d have more customers.”
But given how fast an eager market quaffed Hawk
Knob’s first two seasons of product, Bennett and Lewis see
this at least in part as a chicken-and-egg—or cider-andspitter—problem: They believe if greater diversity of apples
were grown here, more cideries would start up. They
graft 200 trees themselves every spring, favoring ciderspecific cultivars. “Last year we focused quite a bit on
old English varieties such as Dabinett, Yarlington Mill,
and Kingston Black,” Lewis says—bittersweets and
bittersharps long in cultivation in England, where the

industry never suffered a temperance setback. They’re
also propagating American varieties that were popular in
the 1800s like Harrison, Black Twig, and Ashmead’s Kernel.
It may be an idea whose time has returned. Danilovich at
WVU Extension advises growers on heritage trees—among
them, Zion Heritage Farm outside Fairmont. There,
Heather Neill and her son Wesley have planted hundreds of
trees since 2014 of at least 70 cultivars, more than half of
them heritage varieties. “Some apples that are going by
the wayside are really good,” says Heather. “People want
a Honeycrisp but, frankly, a Grimes Golden is better—
you just can’t buy it in the grocery store anymore.”
Wesley has planted about 40 varieties with future
cider-making in mind. “Most of them are old English,
French, and Spanish heritage-breed apples. Many date
back hundreds of years,” he says. “By common opinion
the Kingston Black is the best cider apple, and it’s
known for not growing well outside England, but we’re
going to see if we can make it work. We’ve planted a
lot of trees like that as experiments.” Heather hopes to
open the orchard for its first pick-your-own season in
fall 2017, and Wesley’s cider apple trees will mature as
an investment in a possible future hobby or side income
while he furthers his education.
Orchards where people can pick heritage varieties and
experiments to rediscover which cultivars grow well in a
given location are just the kind of projects that will bring
West Virginia’s lost apple culture back. Hawk Knob’s
Bennett sees it as a regionally special legacy, one the state
could take pride in. “We’re in one of the best apple-growing
regions in the country, next to the northwest; it’s part of our
Appalachian heritage,” he says. “This is something we could
grasp and move forward with.” w

OPPOSITE

A

blend of apples
Hawk Knob Cider
and Mead used
to make cider in
fall 2015.
THIS PAGE Hawk
Knob Hard Cider
and Mead’s press
fills a bin with
fresh, raw cider.

Celebrate West Virginia’s

APPLE HERITAGE
SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 1
Chapmanville Apple Butter Festival,
Chapmanville
SEPTEMBER 15-17
Clay County Golden Delicious Festival, Clay
OCTOBER 1-2
Old-Fashioned Apple Harvest Festival,
Burlington
OCTOBER 6-9
Salem Apple Butter Festival, Salem
OCTOBER 7-9
Wellsburg Applefest, Wellsburg
OCTOBER 8-9
Apple Butter Festival, Berkeley Springs
OCTOBER 21-23
Mountain State Apple Harvest Festival,
Martinsburg
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